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ABSTRACT

The project is designed to transfer power wirelessly to one or more DC motors for an electric car or train without requiring any fuel/battery or electrical connection to run it in a specified path by inductive resonance coupling at the ground level. A fixed coil develops a 40 KHz power from the mains AC source. Wireless power transfer makes a remarkable change in the field of electrical engineering and eliminates the usage of conventional copper overhead wire for a train. Based on this concept, the project is developed to transfer power to a robotic vehicle or electric car or electric train wirelessly. This project can also be used for high-power charging batteries in conventional electric cars wirelessly while on the run. Since charging of the battery is not possible to be demonstrated, the project has a robotic vehicle that runs totally through wireless power.

This project is built upon a high frequency PWM inverter circuit with a gate-driver IC to drive a MOSFET based half bridge system. It first converts AC 230V 50Hz to AC 18V using a step-down transformer and then that is converted to DC which powers the high frequency inverter. This output is fed to a tuned coil forming the primary of a high-frequency AC circuit. The primary coil is placed under the road that gets inductively coupled to the secondary coil mounted on the moving vehicle to wirelessly receive power to drive the robotic vehicle DC motor after being rectified.

Moreover, this technique can be used in a number of other applications too such as to charge a mobile phone, iPod, laptop battery, and propeller clock or any moving object wirelessly. And also, this kind of charging provides a far lower risk of electrical shock as it would be galvanically isolated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer (WPT), wireless power transmission, wireless energy transmission, or electromagnetic power transfer is the transmission of electrical energy without wires. Wireless power transmission technologies use time-varying electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields. Wireless transmission is useful to power electrical devices where interconnecting wires are inconvenient, hazardous, or are not possible.

Wireless power techniques mainly fall into two categories, non-radiative and radiative. In near field or non-radiative, power is transferred by magnetic fields using inductive coupling between coils of wire, or by electric fields using capacitive coupling between metal electrodes. Inductive coupling is the most widely used wireless technology; its applications include charging handheld devices like phones and electric toothbrushes, RFID tags, and chargers for implantable medical devices like artificial cardiac pacemakers, or electric vehicles.

In far-field or radiative techniques, also called power beaming, power is transferred by beams of electromagnetic radiation, like microwaves or laser beams. These techniques can transport energy longer distances but must be aimed at the receiver. Proposed applications for this type are solar power satellites, and wireless powered drone aircraft.

1.1 OBJECTIVE

To transfer electric power by wirelessly for electric vehicle charging.
2. DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

![Wireless Power Transfer System for Electrical Vehicle Charging](image)

**Fig:** Wireless Power Transfer System for Electrical Vehicle Charging

### 2.1 OVERALL MODEL

![Overall Model](image)
3. WORKING PRINCIPLE

The fundamental theory of ICWPT systems is governed by Faraday and Ampere’s laws as shown in Figure Based on Ampere’s law, current I generates a magnetic field H. Some of this magnetic field links the secondary power pickup coil and according to Faraday’s law causes a voltage V to be induced.

Ampere’s law can be mathematically expressed as:

\[ o H.dl = I \]

This equation states that the line integral of the magnetic field intensity around a closed loop is equal to the current flowing through it.

Faraday’s law, on the other hand, is expressed by:

\[ V = -N2*\frac{dE}{dt} \]

Where \( N2 \) is the number of turns of the secondary coil.

4. ADVANTAGE

- Pollution Free
- Lower Maintenance Cost
- Simple Design

5. APPLICATION

- Mostly used in residential area.
- In battery operated vehicle.
- In automated guided vehicles.
- In plant material transfer vehicles

6. CONCLUSION

Charging of electric vehicles wirelessly is a reality, low maintenance cost but moderate initial cost, Better than conventional wire system In the future world will be completely wireless
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